
class 7: What does it mean to be present?

In the first three weeks, we looked at suffering, and the two flows of energy 
that catch us and feed suffering:
 The push and pull of pleasant and unpleasant, and living through our 
perceptions.

 Both are not processes we can change or fix, nor is there any need to do 
so. What is called for is mindful awareness, seeing them, which was our 
focus up to last night’s class.

 And now, step two: being present with the energy of them both from your 
center of being.

This week we worked around what it means to be present, how do we open 
that?
__________________________

One last piece about perception: what to do when you recognize a 
perception? Being present with is not the same as being passive with.

 Once you have recognized it, now choice opens up:

1) change or release a perception if unrealistic or self limiting
2) keep the perception, but change the circumstance.
3) recognize it’s happening, let it pass (big mind in the CDO)
 - notice this when perceptions are creating emotional reactivity.
___________________

So, what does it mean to be present?

There is no way to discuss or talk about it. It’s like trying to describe the 
taste of peanut butter, you have to do it. This is the part of the dharma 
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where the teaching is only the finger pointing at the moon, not the moon 
itself.

We shared a series of exercises involving being present, to move us into 
the silent center. Keep working with this.This involves effortless effort. The 
harder you ‘try’, the further away you find yourself.

Don’t try to ‘get' anything or ‘get' centered. Let go, just follow along as 
though you are on a ride at the fair, just let yourself be carried. The mind 
does have an important function here: the function of surrender, to let 
everything that arises remain untouched, just as it is.

When the shift happens into presence, instead of objects being at the 
center of the circles, as was from the first diagram from the point of view of 
the ego-identified mind, the silence is in the center circle  and the objects 
are at the periphery.

This change, sometimes called a change in lineage, shifts nothing and 
everything.

By now, reading this, you are very likely back in the perceptive processes 
of the mind, wondering how to find the presence place again.

 Next class, besides holding and polishing, we’ll look at the relationship 
between the two spaces and holding them both.

______________________________________________________

HOMEWORK:

Practice: Begin practice by establishing presence. This is not ‘other’ than 
where you are. If helpful, start with one of the exercises we did together: 
walking meditation focusing on the soles of the feet, looking at an object, 
using a sense object in a mindfulness exercise.
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Life: Notice both moments of presence, and moments of seemingly a lack 
of presence. 


